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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed growing pessimism from investment practitioners regarding hedge
funds’ ability to produce abnormal returns, or “alpha”. The academic research has confirmed this
view: since the global financial crisis, hedge fund managers have been unable to produce abnormal
returns in aggregate. However, such research mostly relies on commercially available data sets
based on voluntary reporting by fund managers, and thus the conclusions depend crucially on the
correct understanding of the biases in these data.

My dissertation increases and deepens our understanding on how conclusions around hedge
fund performance depend on the choice of data, and especially between voluntary and regulatory
data sets. Essay Ⅰ explores the benefit of aggregating voluntary data across several databases and
shows that performance estimates derived from too few databases suffer from upward bias. After
correcting for such “single-vendor bias”, we show that the average fund produces no abnormal
return after fees. Essay Ⅱ strengthens this finding by showing that starting from 2008, even
previously proposed predictors for picking top hedge funds cannot add value for investors. We
find evidence for decreasing returns to scale, central bank operations, and increased regulatory
discretion all playing a role in this decline.

Essay Ⅲ studies the self-selection bias arising from the omission of the funds that choose to
never report voluntarily. We combine our voluntary data set with the first-ever systematic
regulatory data set on hedge funds based on confidential Form PF reports. We find that funds not
voluntarily reporting their returns have significantly better performance compared to reporters.
Despite their lower performance, the reporting funds do gather more investor assets, highlighting
the signaling role of voluntary reporting as a marketing vehicle. Essay Ⅳ shows via regulatory
13F holdings reports that hedge funds exhibit option picking skills and purchase options with
characteristics ideal for informed trading. The overarching conclusion of my dissertation is thus
that the hedge fund industry is still thriving, but the best funds do not report voluntarily to
commercial data vendors.

Keywords: hedge funds, managerial skill, option picking skills, sample selection bias





Kauppila, Mikko, Minne menit, ylituotto? Hedge-rahastojen menestys vapaa-
ehtoisissa ja säännellyissä aineistoissa. 
Oulun yliopiston tutkijakoulu; Oulun yliopisto, Oulun yliopiston kauppakorkeakoulu
Acta Univ. Oul. G 130, 2022
Oulun yliopisto, PL 8000, 90014 Oulun yliopisto

Tiivistelmä

Sijoitusammattilaisten usko hedge-rahastojen kannattavuuteen on viime vuosina osoittanut hii-
pumista. Akateeminen tutkimus vahvistaakin, ettei keskimääräinen hedge-rahastohoitaja ole
finanssikriisin jälkeen kyennyt tarjoamaan sijoittajilleen ylituottoa. Kyseiset tutkimukset kuiten-
kin soveltavat kaupallisia tietokantoja, jotka perustuvat rahastohoitajien vapaaehtoisesti raportoi-
miin tuottoihin. Näin ollen käsitys hedge-rahastojen menestyksestä riippuu oleellisesti siitä,
kuinka hyvin ymmärrämme aineistojen potentiaalisen harhaisuuden.

Väitöskirjani edistää ymmärrystämme aineistovalinnan vaikutuksesta hedge-rahastojen
menestyksen arviointiin, erityisesti vapaaehtoisten ja säänneltyjen aineistojen välillä. Artikkeli 1
tutkii vapaaehtoisten aineistojen yhdistämistä eri tietokantojen välillä ja osoittaa, että liian vähäi-
nen määrä tietokantoja yliarvioi rahastojen menestystä. Tämän ”yhden tietokannan harhan” kor-
jaamisen jälkeen keskimääräinen rahasto ei tarjoa sijoittajalleen ylituottoa. Artikkeli 2 vahvistaa
tätä löydöstä osoittamalla, että vuodesta 2008 alkaen edes kirjallisuudessa esitetyt rahastopoi-
mintamenetelmät eivät kykene tuottamaan sijoittajalle lisäarvoa. Menestyksen laantumisen taus-
talta löytyvät osittain rahastojen kasvu, keskuspankki-interventiot, sekä sääntelyn lisääntyminen.

Artikkeli 3 tutkii valikoitumisharhaa, joka johtuu niistä rahastoista, jotka eivät koskaan
raportoi vapaaehtoisesti. Yhdistämme vapaaehtoiset aineistot säännellyn aineiston kanssa, joka
on muodostettu salaisista Form PF -raporteista. Ei-raportoivat rahastot menestyvät merkittävästi
paremmin kuin raportoivat. Tästä huolimatta raportoivat rahastot keräävät enemmän sijoituspää-
omaa, mikä korostaa vapaaehtoisen raportoinnin roolia rahastojen markkinoinnissa. Artikkeli 4
osoittaa säännellyillä 13F-omistusraporteilla, että hedge-rahastoilla on taitoa optioiden valinnas-
sa, ja että niiden optiovalinnat ovat informoituun kaupankäyntiin ideaalisia. Väitöskirjani tär-
kein yhteenveto onkin, että hedge-rahastoteollisuus on edelleen elinvoimainen, mutta parhaat
rahastot eivät pidä ääntä itsestään.

Asiasanat: hedge-rahastot, optiopoiminnan taito, salkunhoitajan taito,
valikoitumisharha
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background 

Hedge funds are investment vehicles that seek to achieve absolute return, or 

positive returns uncorrelated with standard asset classes. Such uncorrelated 

investments provide a useful diversification tool to institutional investors. Unlike 

the more traditional delegated portfolio managers in the mutual fund industry, 

hedge funds are not regulated by the Investment Company Act of 1940, which 

allows them more freedom in designing their trading strategies, as well as in their 

compensation contracts and share restriction clauses. For example, whereas mutual 

funds generally charge a fixed annual management fee as a percentage of assets, 

hedge funds usually charge an additional performance-based incentive fee, which 

in theory should help align the managerial incentives with those of the investors. 

In a similar vein, mutual funds must provide prompt investment redemptions, but 

hedge fund investors can contractually agree to longer redemption periods and 

lock-up periods: in theory, this should give the manager more predictability and 

freedom to trade illiquid investments, especially during bear markets, where excess 

redemptions could trigger fire sales. 

Because hedge funds do not generally publicize their returns (and in some 

jurisdictions have even been barred from doing so), our scientific understanding of 

the hedge fund industry relies largely on commercial databases that have gathered 

voluntarily reported hedge fund returns over time. Such voluntary data are subject 

to biases, which academics have spent great energy unveiling. For example, if a 

database does not store information on defunct funds, performance estimates 

derived from the database will be biased upwards, a phenomenon known as 

survivorship bias. Similar upward bias will result if the database allows a newly 

reporting fund to backfill its early performance history, as this selects for funds with 

higher incubation-period returns. 

State-of-the-art bias correction method of Jorion and Schwarz (2019) suggests 

that such backfill bias could increase performance estimates across all funds by as 

much as 4% per year. As recent years have witnessed a growing pessimism from 

investment practitioners regarding hedge funds’ ability to produce abnormal 

returns—with some major pension funds slashing their hedge fund investments—

such large biases call into question the ability of the hedge fund industry to produce 

positive risk-adjusted returns. This is important to both investors (who desire such 
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“alpha”) and academics (who seek to understand market efficiency). The academic 

research (e.g., Dichev and Yu 2011; Bali, Brown, and Demirtas 2013; Sullivan 2021) 

has largely confirmed this view: since the global financial crisis, hedge fund 

managers have been unable to produce abnormal returns in aggregate. 

However, commercial databases are also subject to self-selection bias: who are 

the funds that choose to never report to the databases? Whether the pessimism 

towards hedge funds is justified depends crucially on the answer to this question. 

The issue is currently poorly understood, because addressing it would require 

access to previously unknown data on the non-reporting funds. The theory of 

whether a fund chooses to report or not is based mainly on signaling: reporting 

allows a fund to advertise its operations to potential new investors, who then 

generate future fees for the fund managers. Intuitively, a poorly performing fund 

may choose to not advertise its returns to avoid bad reputation. Less obviously, a 

fund with outstanding performance may also choose to not report. This is because 

such a fund may already have enough investors, or be closed to new investors, and 

nearing its capacity constraints, thus it has no need to attract new investors via 

advertising through voluntary reporting—in fact, reporting returns could put the 

fund at risk of copycats trying to reverse engineer its returns. 

The question of selection bias is empirically particularly interesting because 

the theory offers competing answers. The existing evidence (Agarwal, Fos, and 

Jiang 2013; Aiken, Clifford, and Ellis 2013; Edelman, Fung, and Hsieh 2013) based 

on special data sets on non-reporting managers suggests that the selection bias is 

either zero or positive. That is, voluntarily reporting managers are at least as good 

as non-reporting managers. For the hedge fund investor, this paints a gloomy image: 

not only are the reporting funds poorly performing (when disregarding the non-

investable backfilled returns), but access to non-reporting funds would not improve 

investment performance either. Has market efficiency reached a level where even 

the most sophisticated traders are unable to produce abnormal returns; is the era of 

hedge fund performance over? 

1.2 The research aims and hypotheses 

My dissertation seeks to increase and deepen our understanding on how hedge fund 

performance, and the “stylized facts” around it, depend on the choice and treatment 

of data. While many hedge fund studies employ just a single commercial database 

for simplicity, others aggregate multiple databases to increase their coverage of 

funds. However, while such aggregation is intuitively appealing, its benefits have 
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not been thoroughly documented. Essay Ⅰ rectifies this situation by combining the 

seven most prominent commercial databases—Lipper TASS, HFR, BarclayHedge, 

Eurekahedge, Morningstar Direct, Preqin, and eVestment—to produce the widest 

cross-section of funds to date from 1994 through 2016, while employing the state-

of-the-art backfill bias correction by Jorion and Schwarz (2019). We show that 

database aggregation is important because poorly performing tend to report to 

fewer databases, consistent with signaling theory: using too few databases risks 

missing out these poor performers, which biases performance estimates upwards. 

After correcting such “single-vendor bias”, we show that the average fund produces 

no abnormal return after fees. Starting from 2006, even pre-fee performance begins 

to falter. 

After these rather negative results on hedge fund industry’s performance, essay 

Ⅱ seeks to further understand the performance decline from 2008 through 2016. 

Instead of looking at only equal-weighted or value-weighted hedge fund indices, 

we construct realistically sized hedge fund portfolios based on prediction models 

proposed in previous literature. (Generally speaking, these prediction models rule 

out the worst funds and should therefore give the remaining funds a fairer chance 

to show their potential.) We then study the diversification benefit of these hedge 

fund portfolios by adding them to a multi-asset portfolio. 

Our results show that hedge funds do add diversification benefit in the form of 

higher Sharpe ratio in the early period 1997–2007, but not from 2008 through 2016. 

When exploring potential explanations for this performance erosion, we find some 

evidence to decreasing returns to scale at the industry level; that is, the industry has 

grown beyond the capacities of the common strategies.  Our switch point analysis 

reveals a marked shift in performance during the depths of the 2008–09 financial 

crisis and the passage of the Dodd–Frank reform. The consequent central bank 

interventions and heightened regulatory scrutiny may therefore also partly explain 

the decline in hedge fund performance. 

Essay Ⅲ turns to the issue of selection bias. This research was conducted in 

collaboration with the U.S. Office of Financial Research (OFR), who had access to 

the confidential Form PF filings, available from 2013 onwards. These filings are 

mandatory for hedge funds above a size threshold with at least one U.S. investor, 

and include detailed fund characteristics, assets under management, as well as 

monthly returns (both gross and net of fees). Unlike the selective samples of non-

reporting funds used by Aiken et al. (2013) and Edelman et al. (2013), these Form 

PF filings offer the first comprehensive data set of non-reporting funds. 
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After merging these Form PF data with our previously used data set of 

reporting funds, we find that the non-reporting funds perform significantly better 

than the reporting funds, in striking contrast to Aiken et al. (2013) and Edelman et 

al. (2013). The performance difference is due to abnormal return, not systematic 

risk exposures. Indeed, fund leverage, risk exposures, and share restrictions are 

similar for reporters vs non-reporters. This is important from a regulatory, financial 

stability standpoint, because it shows that the non-reporters pose no heightened risk 

of systemic contagion. Despite their lower performance, reporting funds gather 

more investor inflows, underlining the role of commercial databases as marketing 

vehicles. 

In sum, essays Ⅰ–Ⅲ show that whereas voluntarily reporting funds are 

struggling to produce abnormal returns in the modern market, the hedge fund 

industry as a whole is still thriving, because the non-reporting funds are performing 

so much better. These essays were based on either voluntarily reported commercial 

data, or mandatory but confidential regulatory data. Essay Ⅳ looks at the 

intersection of the two: mandatory yet publicly available regulatory data. More 

specifically, we look at quarterly 13F holdings reports of hedge fund management 

firms. We exploit a relatively common reporting error, wherein the firms 

accidentally reveal more information about their equity options than necessary. 

This allows us for the first time to study the characteristics and the performance of 

the equity options purchased by hedge funds. 

We find that hedge funds (compared to the average option market participant) 

prefer options with characteristics that previous theoretical research has found to 

be especially suited for informed trading: higher embedded leverage, more liquidity 

(which lessens the price impact), and lower lottery-like skewness (which carries a 

price premium). Furthermore, even though the average option on the market 

unexpectedly has a negative return due to its insurance-like premium, option 

portfolios that replicate hedge funds’ option purchases produce positive returns. In 

sum, the findings of essay Ⅳ propose one possible mechanism for the continuing 

outperformance of hedge funds found in essay Ⅲ. 
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2 Theoretical motivation and methodology 

2.1 Data sources and their biases 

As covered in the introduction, our scientific knowledge of the hedge fund industry 

relies mostly on commercially available databases such as Lipper TASS, HFR, and 

BarclayHedge, which gather voluntarily reported information on hedge funds’ 

monthly performance, assets under management, and fund characteristics (e.g., 

compensation structure and share restrictions). The choice of a database can affect 

conclusions about the industry performance. This is known in the mutual fund 

literature, where Elton, Gruber, and Blake (2001) demonstrate systematic return 

differences between the popular Morningstar and CRSP mutual fund databases; and 

in the private equity sphere, where Harris, Jenkinson, and Kaplan (2014) show that 

venture capital funds in the Burgiss database outperforms those in the Thomson 

Venture Economics database. No such comparative study exists for hedge fund 

databases with regards to fund performance, although Liang (2000) shows that 

Lipper TASS and HFR differ in their characteristics coverage. Still, researchers are 

aware of the potential downsides of using just a single database, as evidenced by 

several hedge fund studies that consolidate multiple databases. 

2.1.1 Survivorship bias 

A database generally provides its data either as a single data set, or as separate live 

and graveyard data sets, the latter of which contains information on defunct funds 

(or funds that otherwise stopped reporting). However, few vendors kept records of 

defunct funds prior to 1994 (e.g., Brown, Goetzmann, and Ibbotson 1999). 

Assuming that funds are liquidated after bad performance, exclusion of such funds 

results in upward survivorship bias in performance estimates. As a result, the 

sample period in most empirical hedge fund studies is from January 1994 forwards. 

Survivorship bias can also arise spuriously from database mergers (Aggarwal and 

Jorion 2010a), or very subtly from varying collection patterns: for example, 

BarclayHedge started collecting share restriction characteristics only in 2000, so 

all analyses relying on these characteristics will be survivorship-biased prior to 

2000. 

Bhardwaj, Gorton, and Rouwenhorst (2014) demonstrate that some databases 

suffer from graveyard bias, wherein funds are retroactively removed from the 
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graveyard data set, possibly due to pressure from the hedge fund managers. This is 

related to an emerging literature on database revisions, wherein fund returns or 

characteristics are revised across database vintages. Patton, Ramadorai, and 

Streatfield (2015) report that historical fund returns are routinely revised; 

furthermore, these revisions do not reflect mere error corrections, but are 

predictable by fund characteristics, and predictive of future underperformance. 

While Agarwal, Daniel, and Naik (2009) argue that fund contract terms are difficult 

to change after inception, Agarwal and Ray (2011) find that as much as 7.8% of 

hedge funds change their compensation characteristics across vintages. Getmansky, 

Liang, Schwarz, and Wermers (2015) show that between quarterly vintages, 1%–

9% of funds change their share restrictions. Correcting the effect of such revisions 

requires access to multiple vintages. 

2.1.2 Backfill and delisting bias 

Figure 1 demonstrates the lifespan of a hedge fund and its relation to voluntary data 

reporting. Inception date and liquidation date denote when the fund begins and 

ceases its operations. Listing date and delisting date denote when the fund begins 

and ceases reporting to database. Upon listing to a database, the fund generally 

backfills its incubation period returns to the database, and thereafter begins 

reporting monthly returns in real-time. 1  Funds with good incubation period 

performance are more likely to list, and therefore the incubation period returns are 

generally biased upwards, resulting in backfill bias. 

 
1 Listed funds may also delay reporting of individual monthly returns, possibly strategically (Aragon 
and Nanda, 2009). 
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Fig. 1. Reporting life cycle, reprinted from essay I with permission from NOW Publishers. 

If the listing dates are available, backfill bias can be eliminated by simply removing 

the pre-listing returns (e.g., Jagannathan, Malakhov, and Novikov, 2010; Bhardwaj, 

Gorton, and Rouwenhorst 2014). Unfortunately, not all databases provide these 

listing dates. Studies employing such databases have resorted to ad hoc cut-off rules, 

such as removing the first 12 or 24 months or each fund’s returns (e.g., Kosowski, 

Naik, and Teo 2007; Joenväärä, Kosowski, and Tolonen 2019). Recently, Jorion 

and Schwarz (2019) proposed an algorithm for inferring the approximate listing 

date from numeric fund identifiers. Using the proper listing-date based correction, 

they estimate the backfill bias across all funds to be around 2.91%–4.34% per year 

depending on database, far larger than estimates based on simple ad-hoc cutoff 

rules. 

After delisting from a database the fund returns until liquidation are no longer 

observable, which results in delisting bias. However, the direction of delisting bias 

is not obvious, because funds may stop reporting due to either bad performance 

(which they may not want to advertise) or good performance (having been closed 

to new investors). Aiken, Clifford, and Ellis (2013) utilize observed holdings of a 

subset of funds of hedge funds to deduce quarterly hedge fund returns from the 

holdings’ valuations. They find that the delisting bias is on average positive: 

compared to funds that continue reporting, delisted funds have 1.84% lower returns 

per quarter. Hodder, Jackwerth, and Kolokolova (2014) instead deduce the holdings 

of funds of hedge funds using principal component analysis on their database-

reported returns, which yields a more comprehensive sample of monthly delisting 

returns on the constituent funds. They find no statistically significant delisting bias 
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for the average fund, but they show that funds with poor pre-delisting returns and 

no clearly stated delisting reasons have inferior post-delisting performance. 

2.1.3 Self-selection bias 

The exclusion of funds that never choose to report to databases is termed self-

selection bias. Signaling theory would suggest that hedge funds employ 

commercial databases as a marketing tool to attract investment capital. Jorion and 

Schwarz (2014) find that managers strategically list their small, best-performing 

funds in multiple databases immediately, while preserving the option to list their 

other funds in additional databases later. If the performance of a fund is positively 

related to the number of databases it reports to, we might naïvely expect funds 

reporting to zero databases to fare the worst. However, exceptionally good funds 

may be closed to new investors to avoid diseconomies of scale, and any extra 

advertisement of their returns could only attract copycats. 

Uncovering the direction and magnitude of the self-selection bias is difficult 

because it requires access to non-voluntarily reported fund data, which typically 

must be specially constructed by the researchers. Aiken, Clifford, and Ellis (2013) 

gather quarterly holdings reports of funds of hedge funds, which allows them to 

calculate the quarterly returns on their underlying funds. They find that reporting 

funds outperform non-reporting funds: in other words, that the selection bias on the 

performance estimates of publicly reporting funds is positive. Agarwal, Fos, and 

Jiang (2013) find a similar result using fund returns derived from 13F holdings. 

Edelman, Fung, and Hsieh (2013) gather a data set of non-reporting funds 

manually from industry surveys, regulatory filings, fund managers and fund 

investors. They concentrate their effort on the largest “mega” hedge funds that 

collectively manage over 50% of (known) industry assets, which gives their results 

economic significance (in dollar-weighted terms). Ultimately, they find that the 

selection bias is statistically insignificant: the reporting and non-reporting funds 

perform roughly the same. 

The major downside in these three studies is the representativeness of their data 

sets: 13F reports are restricted to long equity holdings, funds of hedge funds are a 

specialized investor subset, and the comprehensiveness of manually collected data 

is unclear (especially for the most secretive funds). Proper understanding of self-

selection bias would require a data set that is not itself selection biased. 
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2.2 Measuring hedge fund performance 

2.2.1 Performance measures 

Investors are not willing to pay hefty hedge fund fees for returns stemming from 

exposure to standard asset classes such as stocks or bonds, or well-known risk 

factors such as size and value factors. Therefore, the performance of hedge funds 

should be measured in risk-adjusted terms. The seven-factor benchmark by Fung 

and Hsieh (2004) has emerged as the standard workhorse in the literature. It 

employs two equity factors, two bond factors, and three option-based trend-

following factors. Fung and Hsieh (2004) show that the benchmark captures well 

the common return variation across the heterogeneous hedge fund styles. 

Like all benchmark models, the Fung and Hsieh (2004) benchmark suffers 

from misspecification risk, that is, the possibility of omitted risk factors, which 

could result in upward-biased alphas. A common solution is to introduce additional 

factors such as an emerging market factor (Edelman, Fung, Hsieh, and Naik 2012) 

or call and put option factors (Agarwal and Naik 2004). However, Bollen (2013) 

shows that even with seven additional factors, common risk still exists. Specifically, 

portfolios of funds with zero R2 against the seven-factor or the 14-factor benchmark 

have substantial volatility. Aside from the incompleteness of the Fung and Hsieh 

(2004) benchmark, Bhardwaj et al. (2014) show that the benchmark produces 

upward-biases estimates of alpha, because the trend-following factors are 

inefficient replications of actual trend-following styles. 

Alternatively, researchers can use benchmark-free measures of risk-adjusted 

performance, the simplest of which is the Sharpe ratio (Sharpe 1966). Goetzmann, 

Ingersoll, Spiegel, and Welch (2007) propose a manipulation-proof performance 

(MPPM), which they argue cannot be “gamed” via dynamic trading, and which 

according to Bali, Brown, and Demirtas (2013) addresses the non-normality seen 

in hedge fund returns (e.g., Fung and Hsieh 2001; Mitchell and Pulvino 2001; 

Agarwal and Naik 2004). Another alternative is to use utility-based certainty 

equivalents as in Fleming, Kirby, and Ostdiek (2001). 

2.2.2 Empirical evidence 

How well are hedge funds succeeding in their mandate of producing positive risk-

adjusted returns after fees? Across all investors, active management must be a 

losing game after fees (Sharpe 1991), but for a subset of skilled managers such as 
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hedge funds this may not be the case. Early research on the issue was generally 

positive. Fung and Hsieh (2004) find that over the period 1994–2002, the four 

hedge fund indices they studied produced statistically significant annualized alpha 

of 7.92%–11.34% over their seven-factor benchmark. These estimates reflect 

portfolios of hedge funds, whereas Kosowski et al. (2007) study the performance 

of hedge funds in the cross-section across the same 1994–2002 period. They find 

that the average fund produced an annualized alpha of 5.04%, but with an 

insignificant average t-statistic of 1.42. However, by applying a bootstrap approach, 

they show that the top managers were quite skillful: for example, the manager at 

the top 90th percentile produced an annualized alpha of 14.88% with a t-statistic of 

3.78. 

More recent studies offer a far more pessimistic view. Dichev and Yy (2011) 

show that in dollar-weighted terms, hedge funds underperform the S&P 500 index. 

Using utility-based performance metrics, Bali, Brown, and Demirtas (2013) find 

that only 2 of 11 hedge fund indices outperform the S&P 500 index. Most recently, 

Sullivan (2021) reported that the alpha of a broad hedge fund index flipped from 

positive to negative in the decade following the 2008 financial crisis. 

There are various theories to explain the decrease in hedge fund returns. First, 

as the industry grows, both diseconomies of scale (Fung, Hsieh, Naik, and 

Ramadorai 2008) and increased competition (Cao and Velthuis 2017) can erode 

performance. Second, post-crisis central bank interventions can create distortions 

in the market, such as increased correlation between asset classes (Cotter, Gabriel, 

and Roll 2018), that hamper trading strategies. Third, the increased regulatory 

oversight from 2010 Dodd–Frank Act has imposed new compliance costs and 

potentially chilled some hedge fund trading reporting activity (Cumming, Dai, and 

Johan 2020; Dimmock and Gerken 2016; Honigsberg 2019). Finally, as in McLean 

and Pontiff (2016), publicized research about return predictability may erode 

performance. 

2.3 Predicting hedge fund performance 

Understanding the determinants of hedge fund performance is important to both 

their potential investors as well as academics seeking to understand market 

efficiency and investor behaviour. Also, the soundness of hedge fund regulation 

depends on whether the contract terms are related to fund performance in their 

purported manner. Aragon (2007) and Barth and Monin (2019) report that tighter 

share restrictions are associated with higher returns, consistent with their proposed, 
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discretion-enhancing nature. Agarwal, Daniel, and Naik (2009) find that 

managerial incentives—the level of incentive fee, the existence of a high-water 

mark provision, and the “delta” of manager’s implied call option—are positively 

associated with future performance, suggesting that these contracts successfully 

reduce the agency problems inherent in delegated portfolio management. 

Aggarwal and Jorion (2010b) and Teo (2009, 2011) show that smaller funds 

outperform larger ones, consistent with funds’ trading strategies having capacity 

constraints. Finally, both hedge fund domicile (Aragon, Liang, and Park 2013) and 

investment style (Brown and Goetzmann 2003) are known to drive differences in 

returns. 

2.3.1 Performance persistence 

A major question in active management is whether individual managers’ 

performance persists over time. The theoretical model of Berk and Green (2004) 

suggests that skillful managers attract investor flows until the manager’s alpha 

erodes under capacity constraints. This results in non-persistent equilibrium returns 

as seen in mutual funds (Carhart 1997). In other words, managers extract all the 

rents via fees. Like mutual fund investors, hedge fund investors too “chase” 

previously winning funds by offering them more capital (Fung, Hsieh, Naik, and 

Ramadorai 2008). In addition, this flow-performance sensitivity is stronger for 

offshore funds, who have fewer restrictions on advertisement (Argon, Liang, and 

Park 2014). 

However, hedge fund managers have a theoretical incentive to reject excess 

investor flows, as proposed by Glode and Green (2011). Specifically, because the 

secret trading strategies are shared with existing investors, managers cannot afford 

to extract all the rents, lest the investors exit with the secret knowledge. Under such 

conditions, hedge fund performance can be persistent, which is supported by 

widely cited empirical studies (Brown, Goetzmann, and Ibbotson 1999; Kosowski, 

Naik, and Teo 2007; Jagannathan, Malakhov, and Naik 2010). Joenväärä, Kosowski, 

and Tolonen (2019) show that this persistence is driven by smaller funds, as it only 

appears in equal-weighted portfolios, and disappears in value-weighted portfolios. 

2.3.2 Trading activity 

Investment advisors with assets under management of at least $100 million in 

qualified securities—in practice, public U.S. companies—must report their quarter-
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end long positions in these companies, including long interest via convertible bonds 

and plain vanilla options, to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on a 

form 13F holdings report. Although these holdings suffer from several 

shortcomings, such as the omission of short sales and written options, hedge fund 

researchers have still applied them successfully to study the information content of 

hedge funds’ holdings, that is, how their trading activity reflects in the performance 

of the funds or the underlying stocks. 

Brunnermeier and Nagel (2004) employ 13F holdings to show that hedge funds 

successfully “rode” the dot-com bubble, investing heavily in technology stocks 

during the upturn, and reducing their positions in stocks that were about to decline. 

An early study by Griffin and Xu (2009) shows that hedge fund managers possess 

no stock picking ability above mutual fund managers, despite placing more active 

share bets and having higher portfolio turnover. Cao, Chen, and Liang (2018) show 

that hedge funds tend to hold undervalued stocks whose mispricing subsequently 

dissipates, resulting in abnormal stock returns. Cao, Goldie, Liang, and Petrasek 

(2016) show that hedge fund managers’ risk arbitrage trades outperform a naïve 

risk arbitrage benchmark, attributable to their ability to manage downside risk. 

Regarding the information content of option holdings, Aragon and Martin 

(2012) show that hedge funds’ directional option trades predict future stock 

performance, such that stocks with high call (resp. put) option volume tend to rise 

(resp. fall). Similarly, they show that options held in straddle (i.e., as a combination 

of call and put options on the same stock) predict an increase in the stock volatility. 

Both findings are consistent with informed use of options by hedge funds. Cao, 

Gempesaw, and Simin (2018) find that aggregate informed options trading is useful 

for predicting market returns, but also that the amount of informed trading is on the 

decline. 
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3 Thesis contribution 

3.1 Essay I: Hedge fund performance: Are stylized facts sensitive 

to which database one uses? 

My first essay seeks to understand the effect of database selection on hedge fund 

research: how does the choice of database, or the aggregation of multiple databases, 

affect basic research conclusions on hedge fund performance—the aggregate 

performance level, persistence, and determinants of performance? To make our 

results extensive, we employ the five most commonly used databases 

(BarclayHedge, Eurekahedge, HFR, Lipper TASS, and Morningstar Direct) as well 

as two previously unused ones (eVestment and Preqin) over the period 1994–2016. 

We also use the state-of-the art backfill bias correction method of Jorion and 

Schwarz (2019) throughout to ensure that our results do not suffer from standard 

biases unrelated to database choice. 

A single hedge fund database generally contains various share classes (e.g, 

currency classes, onshore vs offshore classes) for the same fund. In studies that 

employ a single database, this issue is typically ignored, and the share classes are 

treated as separate funds. (Alternatively, the researcher can limit the data to USD-

denominated and US-domiciled share classes.) When multiple databases are 

aggregated, the standard approach in hedge fund literature is to select a 

single ”representative” share class across the databases to represent the fund; for 

example, the share class with longest return history. We instead follow the standard 

in mutual fund literature of properly aggregating the share classes across and within 

databases to the fund level, mostly by using the medians of observations. We show 

that such aggregation increases data coverage across variables, as different 

databases may vary in their coverage of specific fund characteristics as well as 

periods of reported time series. 

We start by analyzing how databases differ in their coverage of funds, and how 

much coverage can be increased by aggregating specific subsets of databases. 

Individual databases contain between 5,241 (Preqin) to 11,826 (BarclayHedge) 

funds, whereas the full seven-database aggregate contains 26,432 funds. As 

aggregating seven databases is a major undertaking for most researchers, we also 

for search for reasonably simple aggregates involving fewer, but high-quality 

databases (i.e., ones with high coverage of fund characteristics and bias-free time 

series). We find that the combination of BarclayHedge, HFR, and Lipper TASS 
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produces a reasonably good aggregate in terms of number of funds and coverage 

of industry assets, and in most later results this three-database aggregate behaves 

roughly similar to the seven-database aggregate. 

Next, we seek to understand the effect of database choice and aggregation on 

the level of fund performance. We find that compared to the seven-database 

aggregate, the average fund performance across individual databases is 0.58%– 

1.25% per year higher. We then form seven portfolios, each portfolio 𝑘 1,… ,7 

consisting of all fund-month observations that were reported to exactly 𝑘 databases 

and find that the portfolio performance increases monotonically in 𝑘. This suggests 

that the better funds report to multiple databases, and that databases differ in their 

coverage of the worse funds. Performance estimates derived from single databases, 

or too few databases, therefore suffer from an upward bias, which is mitigated by 

database aggregation. 

To study risk-adjusted fund performance, we employ two factor benchmarks. 

The first is the standard seven-factor Fung and Hsieh (2004) benchmark. The 

second is the global Carhart (1997) model augmented with a time-series 

momentum factor (Moskowitz, Ooi, and Pedersen 2012) as well as the Pastor–

Stambaugh (2003) liquidity risk factor and a betting-against-beta factor (Frazzini 

and Pedersen 2014). The second benchmark addresses the issues covered in Section 

2.2.1, and in general produces higher coefficients of determination, but also serves 

as a robustness check. We find that equal-weight and value-weight portfolios of 

hedge funds consistently produce statistically significant alpha before fees (ranging 

from 3.11% to 4.50% per year), but not after fees. In other words, fund managers 

extract all the economic rents. 

Lastly, we revisit the effect of database aggregation on performance persistence 

and performance determinants. In short, our results are consistent with the previous 

findings covered in Section 2.3, but database aggregation generally strengthens the 

results, as the aggregated data cover a wider cross-section of funds. 

To summarize, my first essay contributes to our understanding of hedge fund 

database selection and aggregation, and their effects on the stylized facts of hedge 

fund performance. We propose a novel aggregation procedure and demonstrate its 

benefits in increasing not just the number of funds, but also the number of 

characteristics and time series observations within funds. We contribute to the 

literature on data biases by reporting that performance estimates derived from too 

few databases suffer from upward bias. As a guideline for fellow researchers, we 

find that aggregating just three databases (BarclayHedge, HFR, and Lipper TASS) 

can mitigate most of the upward bias while providing good data coverage.  
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Finally, we contribute to our understanding of the level of alpha in the hedge 

fund industry, and how it’s distributed between managers (in the form of fees, 

which are partly performance-based) and investors (in the form of post-fee alphas). 

Across benchmarks, periods, and weighting schemes, pre-fee alphas are 

statistically significant and positive, whereas post-fee alphas are zero, suggesting 

that managers extract all the economic rents. However, the level of pre-fee alpha 

begins to falter later in the sample: whereas in 1995–2005, the pre-fee alpha was 

2.92%–6.61% per year (t = 1.96–6.15), in the 2006–2016 it was only 2.00%–2.41% 

per year (t = 1.68–2.56), with an average reduction of 2.49% per year. 

3.2 Essay II: Hedge fund performance: End of an era? 

As covered in Section 2.1.2, and as corroborated by my first essay, it’s unclear 

whether hedge funds add value to their investors anymore. Given the importance 

of the subject to investors, regulators, as well as academics, my second essay seeks 

to further understand this decline in hedge fund performance, including its causes. 

We employ an aggregate hedge fund database as in essay Ⅰ over the period 1997–

2016, split into two subperiods 1997–2007 and 2008–2016. The 2007–2008 

demarcation point coincides with Sullivan’s (2021) breakpoint, but more 

importantly both subperiods contain a full economic cycle. 

Our main benchmark is a 50/50 stock/bond portfolio consisting of equal parts 

of S&P 500 and the VBTIX ETF. This portfolio produced a cumulative return of 

125% in 1997–2007, and 70% in 2008–2016. The respective cumulative returns for 

our equal-weighted portfolio of hedge funds saw a massive drop from 225% to 25%. 

The percentage of funds with positive and significant Fung and Hsieh (2004) alpha 

dropped from about 20% to 10%, whereas the percentage with significantly 

negative alpha increased from 5% to about 20%. These initial findings confirm the 

suspicion of a considerably weakening in hedge fund performance at the aggregate 

level. 

However, investors do not, nor cannot invest in the equal-weighted hedge fund 

index. The literature has proposed plenty of predictors of hedge fund performance, 

which can be used to construct potentially superior portfolios. For example, the 

Bayesian alpha of Kosowski et al. (2007) and the style-relative alpha of 

Jagannathan et al. (2010) were used by the respective authors to demonstrate 

positive performance persistence, and therefore constitute reasonable predictors of 

future performance. We replicate seven such predictors. To simulate a realistic 

investor experience, at each year-end we select 15 random funds from the top 
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predicted quintile of funds. We then repeat this simulation 1,000 times to produce 

a cross-section of realized hedge fund portfolios. 

As institutional investors generally use hedge funds as a diversification tool 

rather than a standalone investment, we measure the benefit of an allocation to 

hedge funds by comparing the performance of the 50/50 stock/bond portfolio 

against a multi-asset-class, 30/50/20 stock/bond/hedge fund portfolio. Having 

1,000 multi-asset-class portfolios allows calculating an empirical p-value against 

the null hypothesis of the stock/bond and multi-asset-class portfolios being equal 

(with respect to a selected performance measure, such as Sharpe ratio). 

Over the full 1997–2016 sample, two of the predictors increased the multi-

asset-class portfolio’s Sharpe ratio relative to that of the stock/bond portfolio: the 

t-statistic of Fung and Hsieh (2004) seven-factor alpha and the macroeconomic 

timing skill measure of Bali, Brown, and Caglayan (2014). In both cases, the 

improvement in Sharpe ratio was achieved by a substantial reduction in volatility. 

However, when looking at subperiods, Sharpe ratio is only improved in 1997–2007. 

In 2008–2016, average returns decrease together with volatility, leaving the Sharpe 

ratio unchanged. These findings were unchanged in various robustness checks. We 

conclude that deterioration in hedge fund performance cannot be overcome by 

using predictors, at least for investors with reasonable levels of risk-aversion.  

Finally, we turn to economic explanations of the performance decline, which 

were covered in Section 2.2.2. First, to gauge the effects of decreasing returns to 

scale both at fund-level and industry-level, we regress monthly fund alphas on 

lagged fund size (logarithmic) and lagged hedge fund industry size (fraction of 

global equity market capitalization) using the recursive demeaning procedure of 

Pástor, Stambaugh, and Taylor (2015). We find that for every 1% increase in 

relative industry size, estimated fund alpha drops by 28 basis points, whereas we 

find no evidence for fund-level decreasing returns to scale, consistent with Cao and 

Velthuis (2017). 

Rest of the economic explanations yield testable hypotheses related to the 

dating of the performance decline. First, if central bank interventions reduced 

arbitrage opportunities, the decline should begin soon after the first round of 

quantitative easing was announced by U.S. Federal Reserve on 25 November 2008. 

Second, if regulatory reform increased compliance costs and created a chilling 

effect on misbehaviour such as return-smoothing, the decline should begin after the 

enactment of the Dodd–Frank reforms on 21 July 2010. Third, if academic research 

on hedge fund performance predictors drives excess capital flows to previously 
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superior strategies, the decline in the performance of funds with top predicted 

performance should begin soon after the relevant research was first published. 

To test these hypotheses, we collect the realized 1997–2016 returns on the top-

quintile funds as ranked on each of the seven predictors. For each of the seven 

portfolios, we perform switch point regressions as in Bollen and Whaley (2009), 

which find the optimal date on which the portfolio’s alpha (i.e., regression intercept) 

switched between two levels—for our purposes, this switch point defines the timing 

of the start of the performance decline. We find that the switch points are clustered 

around either early 2008 (five predictors) or May 2011 (two predictors). These 

dates are consistent with the beginning of central bank interventions and the 

enactment of the regulatory reforms, respectively. This points to economic policies 

having a hand in the post-crisis decline of hedge fund performance. 

To summarize, essay Ⅱ contributes to our understanding of the declining hedge 

fund performance. First, it strengthens the case that, post-crisis, institutional 

investors would not have seen a diversification benefit from realistically sized 

hedge fund portfolios, even when utilizing published research to pick funds. 

Second, it reports evidence for three mechanisms contributing to the performance 

decline: the growth of the hedge fund industry, central bank interventions, and 

increased regulatory scrutiny, the first two relating to diminishing arbitrage 

opportunities. 

3.3 Essay III: The hedge fund industry is bigger (and has 

performed better) than you think 

Essays Ⅰ and Ⅱ present strong evidence for performance decline of hedge funds 

voluntarily reporting to commercial data vendors, when properly controlling for all 

but one bias: the self-selection bias arising from the omission of the non-vendor 

listed funds. As described in Section 2.1.3, existing research points to this selection 

bias being either zero or positive, which suggests that access to non-listed funds 

would not improve investor returns. 

However, the data sets for the non-reporting funds utilized in the existing 

research are either hand-collected or based on selective data sources such as 13F 

holdings reports, which calls their representativeness into question. In essay Ⅲ, we 

combine our consolidated hedge fund database with the first-ever systematic 

regulatory collection of large hedge funds over the period 2013–2016. The 

regulatory data come from Form PF reports, which are mandatory for all hedge 

fund advisors with at least $150 million in private fund assets, and which contain 
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information similar to commercial databases (fund characteristics and time series) 

for funds with at least one U.S. investor. These data only omit the smallest hedge 

funds and funds without U.S. investors and should thus be highly representative of 

the hedge fund industry, especially in value-weighted terms. 

This combined data set allows us to address several fundamental questions 

relating to the hedge fund industry. First, we find that the total net assets under 

management at the end of 2016 is at least $5.0 trillion, which is around 37% than 

any previous estimate. Around half of these assets are reported to commercial 

databases, whereas the other half comes from non-vendor listed managers. The 

average leverage factor is around 1.6 for both vendor-listed and non-listed funds, 

which puts the total economic footprint of the hedge fund industry at above $8.3 

trillion. The hedge fund industry grew by around 34.0% between 2013–2016, with 

vendor-listed assets growing more than non-listed assets (51.3% vs 20.5%). 

Next, we assess the industry performance. We find that the total value-weighted 

return after fees on non-listed funds over the sample period is 29%, dramatically 

higher than the 10% return on vendor-listed funds. This pattern holds within almost 

all strategy types. At fund-level, we find that the systematic risk exposures (against 

the global seven-factor benchmark introduced in essay Ⅰ) are similar between 

vendor-listed and non-listed funds; thus, the performance difference is driven by 

alpha. The equal-weighted average alpha before fees is 5.64% per year for non-

listed funds, but −1.46% for vendor-listed funds—a 7.39% difference. When 

applying the bootstrap methodology of Fama and French (2010) to analyse the 

cross-section of alphas, we find that only the top 20% of vendor-listed managers 

produce statistically significant positive alpha, compared to top 70% of non-listed 

managers. 

Although confidentiality requirements prevented us from sharing raw data with 

our co-authors, we could nevertheless perform Fama–MacBeth (1973) regressions, 

as these involve sharing only the covariance structure. When regressing month-

ahead alpha on observable fund characteristics, the annualized alpha was still 

3.36%–5.40% higher in non-listed vs vendor-listed funds. To understand whether 

the listing decision affects performance persistence, we regressed future returns on 

past returns across different horizons, controlling for fund characteristics as well as 

return-smoothing (Getmansky, Lo, and Makarov 2004) and censoring (Heckman 

1973). In these persistence regressions, we adjust each return against the fund’s 

strategy index, which has the benefit of controlling for omitted risk factors, to the 

extent that these factors are shared across the funds in the strategy. We find that the 
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persistence coefficients are consistently higher in the non-listed vs vendor-listed 

funds, suggesting that these funds possess (more) true skill. 

Our finding of inferior returns yet superior asset growth of vendor-listed funds 

is inconsistent with previous research flow-performance relationship (Section 

2.3.1). When conducting a regression of quarterly flow on previous quarter’s 

performance, we find that the flows of vendor-listed funds are around five times 

more sensitive to past performance, compared to non-listed funds. This suggests 

that the previous estimates of flow-performance relationship are significantly 

biased upwards, as they rely only on vendor-listed data.  

To summarize, essay Ⅲ radically revises our understanding of the hedge fund 

industry and elucidates the differences between vendor-listed and non-listed funds. 

In contrast to previous studies relying on potentially unrepresentative data, we find 

that the selection bias of hedge fund performance in commercial databases is 

strongly negative: that is, non-listed funds outperform vendor-listed funds. This 

result is strengthened by us not correcting the vendor-listed data for backfill bias, 

as this means that the negative selection bias overrides the positive backfill bias. 

The outperformance of non-listed funds stems from abnormal returns, not 

systematic risk exposures or leverage, which is important from a financial stability 

point of view. Lastly, our results suggest that previous estimates of flow-

performance sensitivity are biased upwards. 

3.4 Essay IV: Information content of hedge fund equity option 

holdings 

Essay Ⅲ established that hedge fund performance is superior in regulatory Form 

PF data compared to voluntarily reported data in commercial databases. However, 

these regulatory data are confidential, and thereby inaccessible to investors. Essay 

Ⅳ looks at a different form of regulatory data that are publicly available: quarterly 

13F holdings reports of hedge funds. Existing research has documented that 

selected stock and option holdings in these data are informative of future stock 

returns (Section 2.3.2), and therefore suggestive of (some) mechanisms through 

which hedge funds generate their abnormal returns. 

Our study contributes to this line of research, but instead of looking at future 

stock returns, we study future option returns. This has previously been impossible 

because, per 13F rules, each option position must be reported in terms of four 

variables: 1) the option class (call or put), 2) an identifier for the underlying stock, 

3) the underlying number of shares, and 4) the notional value of the position, i.e., 
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number of shares times the share price. Consequently, an option position does not 

reveal anything about the strike price or maturity of the option itself. 

In a 13F report filed according to the above rule, the unit price (valuation 

divided by number of shares) for a given underlying stock should be constant across 

all instrument types (shares, calls, puts). However, we find that this is often not the 

case. Instead, over our sample period 2005 Q1–2013 Q2, a large minority of hedge 

fund advisors disregard the above 13F rule and report not the notional value but the 

market value of their option positions. From the market value we obtain the unit 

option price, which we match to OptionMetrics, and thereby get access to the 

individual option-level data. We demonstrate the representability of our sample by 

showing that such erroneous reporters are indistinguishable from correctly-

reporting firms along several dimensions. This suggests that erroneous reporting is 

merely an accident, and not, for example, a signal of incompetence. 

We begin by studying the characteristics of the options purchased by hedge 

funds, as the theoretical literature suggests several interesting characteristics related 

to option trading behavior. Overall, we find that hedge funds’ option holdings 

exhibit characteristics ideal for informed trading (e.g., Easley, O’Hara, and Srinivas 

1998). Compared to the average option market participant, hedge funds prefer 

options with greater embedded leverage, which could offer more “action” for 

informed trades (Black 1975). Hedge funds also prefer liquid options of liquid 

stocks, which are more easily traded without large market impact or increased 

adverse selection risk (Glosten and Milgrom 1985), which are particularly harmful 

to asymmetrically informed traders. 

Next, motivated by these attractive-looking option characteristics, we verify 

whether hedge funds are skilled at selecting equity options. We form option 

portfolios based on hedge funds’ aggregate holdings on each quarter-end 2005 Q1–

2013 Q2 and track their daily returns through the subsequent quarter. At one-month 

horizon, the all-option portfolio generates a positive return of 0.25% per day (t = 

2.19), which is impressive given that market-aggregate option returns are negative 

(e.g., Frazzini and Pedersen 2012). A portfolio of directional options (which are 

least likely to be used for hedging purposes) produces returns that persist over one 

quarter (0.17% per day, t = 2.68). 

These results are robust to adjusting for common risk factors as well as option 

characteristics, and part of the returns are obtainable by an investor subject to the 

45-day 13F reporting deadline, despite the early outperformance not being 

available to these investors. Finally, we verify that the option positions present an 
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economically significant portion of the total 13F portfolios as well as contribute 

positively to their risk-adjusted performance. 

To summarize, essay Ⅳ contributes to our understanding of the information 

content of hedge funds’ holdings. Our novel contribution is to focus on option 

returns and characteristics, which have previously been inaccessible. We show that 

hedge funds prefer to hold equity options with characteristics consistent with 

rational models of informed trading (e.g., Easley, O’Hara, and Srinivas 1998), and 

that their option portfolios do generate positive returns, more so when 

concentrating on directional trades. The findings of essay Ⅳ propose one possible 

mechanism for the continuing outperformance of hedge funds found in essay Ⅲ, 

and echo the idea that alpha is best found in regulatory data free from self-selection 

bias. 
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4 Implications 

Overall, my thesis shows that the hedge fund industry is still thriving, but that the 

best funds do not report voluntarily to commercial data vendors. Based on our flow-

performance analyses in essay Ⅲ, it seems that some investors are still making their 

investment decisions based on the voluntary data, which according to our results is 

ill-informed. If the data vendors want to retain their investor clientele, they need to 

step up their game and gain access to the currently non-listed, superior funds. The 

hedge fund consultant PivotalPath has gathered extensive information on the non-

listed funds, which they originally used to provide insights to their allocator clients, 

but which is now finding its way to academic researchers through PivotalPath’s 

partnership with the Institute for Private Capital at UNC Kenan–Flagler Business 

School. 

For the financial regulator interested in systemic risk, the results of essay Ⅲ 

should prove soothing. We find no differences in systematic risk exposures or levels 

of leverage between voluntary and regulatory data. However, vendor-listed funds 

have more lax share restrictions, which could pose a higher contagion risk in the 

form of fire sales. Essay Ⅱ suggests that central bank interventions may have 

decreased arbitrage opportunities, and that increased regulatory scrutiny may have 

successfully decreased reporting misbehaviour. 

For us academics, essay Ⅰ shows that consolidating databases is important to 

ensure good coverage of the worse funds. We should note that half of the assets are 

currently non-listed, and this includes the better funds. Hedge fund research based 

on voluntary data may not be representative of the entire industry. Luckily, in essay 

III we find that many characteristics such as risk exposures and leverage are similar 

between voluntary and regulatory data. However, performance-related results will 

undoubtedly miss the higher quantiles. Also, studies on flow-performance relations 

are likely biased. 

Although essay Ⅲ set its scope mostly around the issue of self-selection bias, 

its data set provides a fertile setting for future studies on the strategic listing 

behaviour of hedge funds. Understanding the drivers of the superior performance 

of non-listed funds also warrants further research. 
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